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Opposed to Bylaws 2021-05 ASP and 2021-06 ASP

I am writing to urge council to not vote in support of the current Bylaw 2021-05 Three Sisters Village Area 
Structure Plan and Bylaw 2021-06 Smith Creek Area Structure Plan. 

These plans impose too great a risk for the town of Canmore for the following reasons: 
- the financial burden it  will  pass on to town due to remediation of sink holes that may form over the mining tunnels. 
In addition There needs to be a strict process in place to ensure businesses grow at the same pace as residences in 
order to be sure the tax benefits of business growth become a reality and not just a broken promise.  
- safety concerns regarding buildings build over undermining as well  as inevitable increased conflict between 
residents and animals using the wildlife corridor.  
- animal corridor shrinkage with inevitable irreversible detrimental effects on sensitive  species such as increasing 
the speed of extinction for the Grizzly bear  species  among other effects.  
- safety concerns with the proposed wildlife fencing practices: wildlife fencing usage and maintenance .  as well 
as  emergency  response needs to wildlife trapped inside  residential areas needs to be clearly developed in 
partnership with academically backed evidence.  Costs to maintain this will go to the city- residents in this area need 
to be aware of the tax burden they will place on the entire town.  
- transit and school bus transit  along this long narrow corridor is also concerning for cost, sustainability and 
environmental reasons. In addition, increasing community member commuting time is not a great idea for physical 
and mental  health . Let us lead in nearby community development and not follow all the other bad examples. 

Amendments to development should be made that do not shrink the wildlife corridor any more than it already has 
been reduced with the existing development. In addition- reducing the access to the wildlife underpass at Stewart 
creek  to 75 meters is ludicrous and should never be allowed. You might as well block it .  

Please do not feel compelled to approve something thinking it is the only option towards progress- there are major 
problems with this plan and too many in its current iteration. I am very excited  to move to Canmore this summer to 
begin a new  chapter in my family’s life. We are new Canmore home owners and cannot wait to particulate in the 
amazing community and contribute to the positive development Canmore. Development of communities happen 
slowly over time with careful planning to enhance and improve . This plan is narrow minded and has a lot of room for 
improvement to ensure the Canmore community maintains one of its  core values  to be  a leader in sustainable, 
responsible development in one of the most sensitive eco systems  on the planet. We depend on eco tourism so 
let’s not ruin this for our future generations. Let’s not divide the community on this issue and continue to work 
together for a more supported agreement that has everyone’s best interests in mind and not a small few .  

Concerned future resident and taxpayer of Canmore(summer    2021) 

Jackie Allen 


